
PH: 757-788-7500           Grass Fed Burgers // BBQ // Boozy Floats // Sunday Brunch // Patio Dining           13 E Queens Way, Downtown Hampton VA 23669 

 BREWERY BEER STYLE  º  Provenance  º  Glass Price // Pitcher Price 

Save 20%... Make it a pitcher! 
All drafts $5 Monday through Thursday 5pm-6pm. 
All Virginia drafts $5 Mondays 5pm-9pm.            Printed 4/17/23 

ABV% 
IBU DDRRAAFFTTSS  &&  RROOTTAATTIINNGG  CCAANNSS 

RADEBERGER GERMAN PILS  º  Germany º 5.5 // 16.5 º some subtle fruit aromas to 

go with the herbal, spicy nose; the spicy hops add some real character to this crisp example of 
the German Pilsner style brewed since 1872 

BUD LIGHT LAGER  º  St Louis MO  º  4.5 // 13.5  the world's favorite light beer 

DEVIL'S BACKBONE VIENNA LAGER  º  Roseland  º  6.5 // 19.5 not heavy or bitter 

with a malty finish  

SLY CLYDE SUBMERSIVE HARD CIDER  º  Hampton  º  8 // 24 Hampton's own 

cider! semi-sweet, brewed with Virginia apples 

KONA BIG WAVE GOLDEN ALE  º  Kailua-Kona HI  º  7 // 21 a lighter-bodied golden 

ale with a tropical hop aroma and flavor; smooth, easy drinking, and refreshing with a bright, 
quenching finish  

GOLDEN ROAD MANGO CART MANGO WHEAT ALE  º  Los Angeles CA º   

7 // 21 a light and bursting with lots of fresh mango flavor and aroma, finishes crisp and 
refreshing 

SHOCK TOP BELGIAN WHITE BELGIAN-STYLE WHEAT ALE  º  St Louis MO  

º  5.5 // 16.5 unfiltered, spiced with coriander & orange, lemon, & lime peel 

OLD BUST HEAD VIXEN IRISH STYLE RED ALE  º  Vint Hill Farms  º  7 // 21 

medium bodied, with a clean finish, hints of roasted malt through the taste, and a tea-like soft 
bitterness on the backend 

FLYING DOG VICIOUS HOOK FRUIT PUNCH SOUR  º  Frederick MD º  7 // 21 a 

one-two combo of sweet and tart, big juicy tropical flavors pop making this an innovative sour 
that offers high pucker and low bitterness 

LEGEND BROWN ALE  º  Richmond  º  7 // 21 their most popular beer, a full-bodied 

version of a British brown ale, flavors of sweet caramel, toasted nuts, coffee & molasses, with 
fruity undertones from their house yeast strain 

BLUE MOUNTAIN FULL NELSON PALE ALE  º  Afton º  7 // 21 their flagship beer; 

a balanced malt body followed by a burst of American hop flavor and aroma; citrusy, floral, 
and highly sessionable 

HEAVY SEAS TROPICANNON CITRUS IPA  º  Halethorpe MD  º  7 // 21 they've 

downplayed some piney-ness and amped up the citrus by swapping Centennial and Palisade 
hops for Amarillo and even more Simcoe; dried grapefruit, orange and lemon peel added in 
the brewing process and mango, blood orange and more grapefruit post-fermentation 
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NEW REALM HAZY LIKE A FOX HAZY IPA  º  Virginia Beach º  7 // 21 double dry 

hopping creates waves of pineapple and tangerine aromatics that complement soft, juicy 
orange and tangerine notes, a blend of pale malt, oats, wheat, flaked barley and milk sugar 
provide a pillowy soft mouthfeel   

ELYSIAN SPACE DUST IPA  º  Seattle WA  º  7.5 // 22.5 balances bitterness with a 

sweetness of hop flavors; grapefruit, mango, and orange aromas, medium body, dry finish 
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~~  RROOTTAATTIINNGG  ~~ 
 


